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Design Activity
Introducing Visual Theatre



Design Activity is an award-winning creative agency
that specialise in branded packaging, shopper marketing
and trade communications.

We believe that magnificent consumer experiences
inspire belief in brands. So, we created Visual Theatre
to elevate your packaging and bring your brand to life.



photography
creative lifestyle images

animation
simple moving images

visual renders
hyper-real imagery

Providing you with beautiful creative images and animations

formatted to suit all your in-store and online application requirements

to amplify your brand by providing memorable consumer experiences.

 A bespoke packaging imagery and brand asset marketing tool kit

that can be used across all trade and consumer touchpoints.



The following are examples taken from a range of Visual Theatre projects
covering the 3 aspects of visual renders, photography & animation
demonstrating how Visual Theatre brought their packaging to life

  



visual renders
hyper-real imagery

Highlighting  key brand equities with hyper-real renders can give your brand
a more modern look and elevate packs before they have even been printed.



Dynamic 3D packaging render to highlight the product’s unique structure



Pack render in a scene visualised as an extension
of the pack to add context to the new design



Hero packaging visual supported with beautiful elements
of the packaging expanded to form the background



Product range visualised to allow line up flexibility
and the focal point of a hyper real contextual scene



photography
creative lifestyle images

Capture the true reality of your product with stunning packaging photography, from the
purity of isolation through to showing your product in context with stunning lifestyle scenes.



Packaging shot on a clean and simple studio background
in isolation for maximum stand-out, ideal for product cut-outs



Capturing the detail, crafting and textures of the packaging
with a stunning ‘macro’ close up to focus on the brand 



Packaging hero shot to show the product in context to a usage
occasion, supported with lifestyle props and serving suggestions



Overhead shots of a packaging range and contents including
staged props in an environment that compliments the brand



animation
simple moving images

Add some wow factor and bring the image to life with a simple GIF or an
engaging animation to really leave a lasting impression on consumers.



A stop motion GIF to bring digital images to life, like
using pack elements to extend the on pack graphics





Complex animation takes consumers on a multi- layered journey
through the bespoke illustration to the branding and packaging





5 reasons you should use Visual Theatre 

It ensures that your visual equity is truely represented as intended across all consumer touch points.

Enables a coordinated approach to your brands imagery, delivering consistency and continuity from the outset.

Provides you with a bespoke asset library to support your trade and consumer marketing tool-kit.

All assets formatted at high resolution to suit all online and offline requirements saves time and money.

It maximises the opportunity for your pack to imprint in consumer minds and leave a lasting impression.



A cost effective flexible solution

Our clients often require a mix of elements encompassing renders, photography and animation.

So, a typical Visual Theatre package can cost anywhere between £2,000 and £5,000.

This is dependant on the nature, complexity and amount of images that are required.

We are happy to customise a Visual Theatre package to your specific brief and budget.



0117 933 9400
www.designactivity.co.uk

The Dovecote, Greenway Farm
Bath Road, Wick, BS30 5RL

Let’s talk about how
Visual Theatre
can elevate your brand




